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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN 

SOUTHERN DIVISION 

 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, : 

      : 

   Plaintiff,  : 

      : 

  v.    : Case No. 13-cr-20371 

      : 

DOREEN HENDRICKSON,  : 

      :    

   Defendant.  : 

 

 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS 

 

On August 23, 2013, this Court denied, without a hearing, Defendant Doreen 

Hendrickson's Motion to Dismiss the charges against her of willfully violating lawful orders of a 

court. The Court expressed the conclusion that Mrs. Hendrickson's motion "challenges the 

Government's assertion that she willfully violated a legitimate court order," and "She also 

challenges the jurisdiction of the court which issued the underlying order." (Order Denying 

Motion, p. 1.) The Court went on to declare that "Underlying court orders cannot be challenged 

in a contempt proceeding unless the court which issued the underlying order lacked jurisdiction 

to issue the orders," and that such jurisdictional challenges in this case have been exhausted and 

are foreclosed  (Order, p. 2). Finally, the Court concluded that, "to the extent Hendrickson 

challenges the substance of the charge against her, she presents issues of fact which cannot be 

disposed of in her Rule 12...motion to dismiss." (Order, p. 3.) 

The Court expressed no opinion as to the core issue involved in this case, and the core 
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challenge of Mrs. Hendrickson's motion. That core issue is whether ANY court-- Judge 

Edmunds' court, this Court or any other-- can Constitutionally have jurisdiction to be the 

instrument by which the government forcibly dictates to an American citizen what she must 

declare to be her belief, over her own signature and under oath or affirmation, and more, do so in 

the face of her objection, and despite her prior freely-made sworn declaration of her actual belief. 

Mrs. Hendrickson respectfully asks the Court to reconsider that decision, under its 

authority to do so pursuant to LR 7.1(h). In the brief below, Mrs. Hendrickson offers facts, 

principles and precedents by which she hopes it will be made clear that the Court has been 

misled as to the true nature of the charges, as to the nature of Mrs. Hendrickson's challenges to 

the legitimacy of those charges and the jurisdictional issues involved in this case, as to the 

proposition that previous challenges to either that legitimacy or any relevant jurisdictional issues 

in other proceedings have ever actually been addressed or disposed of, and as to the relevant law. 

Concurrence was sought; the government attorney refused. 

Argument 

 

1. Mrs. Hendrickson IS being ordered to declare a government-favored belief, and the 

orders of Judge Edmunds have no other aspect behind which this naked unconstitutional 

command can hide. 

 

It appears that the Court has been misled into imagining the orders involved in this case 

to be some version of lawful "discovery" orders, rather than the flatly unconstitutional dictations 

of government-serving speech that they really are. This is a misunderstanding that has afflicted 

all proceedings in the underlying case, a consequence of which is that no court in any 

proceedings in that case has addressed the actual jurisdictional issues involved. 
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Let this be plainly and unmistakably said at the outset: The orders Mrs. Hendrickson is 

charged with violating have nothing to do with enforcing the discovery or reporting of any fact. 

At the time of issuing the orders involved in this case, Judge Edmunds had already 

judicially "found" all the facts she deemed relevant to the matter, including the amounts of Mrs. 

Hendrickson's earnings and even that those earnings are subject to the tax. (See Exhibit 1, the 

May 2, 2007 final ruling by Judge Edmunds.) Judge Edmunds made these findings despite there 

having been not a single hearing in the case, evidentiary or otherwise, despite her having no 

personal knowledge of anything related to the case, and without ever having laid eyes on Mrs. 

Hendrickson. 

Her deficits of any basis notwithstanding, by virtue of her declared "findings", Judge 

Edmunds determined that for her part there was no need for any order to establish amounts, that 

the amounts were of "income", or to establish, discover or report any other factual element. The 

only thing missing-- the only thing that could be added by the creation of the amended returns 

ordered by Judge Edmunds-- was an expression of Mrs. Hendrickson's agreement with these 

"findings". Thus the orders involved in this case have no purpose other than to coerce Mrs. 

Hendrickson into renouncing her own previously and freely-sworn declarations to the 

contrary and declaring her embrace of a government-favored, government-serving and 

government-dictated belief about the legal character of her earnings-- which also amounts 

to a coerced declaration of belief about the legal character of the "income" tax. 

Orders to this effect are plainly unconstitutional. They are unconstitutional when issued, 

and that unconstitutionality is not something tentative, to be discovered by trial later. Indeed, it is 
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the very threat of the rigors, expense, stress and risks of trial-- at the hands of the very system 

that would issue and seek to enforce such orders-- that is meant to force the victim to violate her 

conscience for the government's benefit. This makes any such trial-- whether based on the pretext 

that the victim must really believe what she has been unconstitutionally ordered to say she does, 

or any other contrivance-- itself an unconstitutional act and outside the jurisdiction of any court. 

 

That the orders sought by the government and given to Mrs. Hendrickson had nothing to 

do with discovery, but are instead meant to force her expression of government-serving speech, 

was unambiguously acknowledged by the government as matters proceeded in this case. 

In June of 2010, upon finally seeing Mrs. Hendrickson for the very first time, Judge 

Edmunds herself acknowledged the impropriety of her original orders by agreeing that Mrs. 

Hendrickson could append a disclaimer to the commanded false returns denying that the dictated 

instruments were her own and denying that their creation reflected a belief on her part that her 

earnings were relevant to the income tax. Mrs. Hendrickson then created the false returns as 

ordered. 

However, within four months (in October of 2010) the government was back in Judge 

Edmunds' court objecting to these returns, and demanding that Mrs. Hendrickson re-do them-- 

not with different numbers, but merely with the removal of the qualifying disclaimer about her 

beliefs and her declarations that these forms, though appearing to be "amendments" of her 

previously filed, freely-made returns, were being produced under duress. Clearly, the 

government's purpose here is forcing Mrs. Hendrickson to make a sworn (and fraudulently 
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voluntary-appearing) declaration that she believes her earnings are relevant to the tax. This is 

NOT a “discovery” matter. This is a “coerced testimony” matter. 

Judge Edmunds compliantly rescinded some of the mitigating amendment to her orders 

that she had just made four months earlier. She commanded Mrs. Hendrickson to re-create the 

false "amending" returns without the disclaimer, declarations of duress or anything else that 

"undermine[d] the verity of the returns", as Judge Edmunds put it in her new order of December 

17, 2010. 

Again, Mrs. Hendrickson produced the commanded false documents, this time 

concurrently filing an affidavit with the court. Again she made no dispute of the amounts earned, 

but only denied a belief that those amounts are relevant to the unapportioned income tax. See 

Exhibit 2, the returns and affidavit filed by Mrs. Hendrickson with Judge Edmunds' court on 

January 7, 2011. 

Nonetheless, the government again moved Judge Edmunds' court to find Mrs. 

Hendrickson in contempt, because the only thing the government wants from this case is to 

force Mrs. Hendrickson to declare her embrace of its favored belief. 

In her reply to the government's response to her motion to dismiss, Mrs. Hendrickson 

extensively quoted from a United States Supreme Court ruling of just three months ago-- its 

latest of a never-compromised chain of rulings on this subject stretching back to the foundation 

of the United States-- flatly declaring that orders such as those the government seeks to punish 

Mrs. Hendrickson for resisting ARE UNCONSTITUIONAL: 

“It is, however, a basic First Amendment principle that “freedom of speech prohibits 
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the government from telling people what they must say.” Rumsfeld v. Forum for 

Academic and Institutional Rights, Inc., 547 U. S. 47, 61 (2006) (citing West Virginia Bd. 

of Ed. v. Barnette, 319 U. S. 624, 642 (1943), and Wooley v. Maynard, 430 U. S. 705, 

717 (1977)). “At the heart of the First Amendment lies the principle that each person 

should decide for himself or herself the ideas and beliefs deserving of expression, 

consideration, and adherence.” Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. v. FCC, 512 U. S. 

622, 641 (1994); see Knox v. Service Employees, 567 U. S. ___, ___–___ (2012) (slip 

op.,at 8–9) (“The government may not . . . compel the endorsement of ideas that it 

approves.”). 

... 

 

“[W]e cannot improve upon what Justice Jackson wrote for the Court 70 years ago: “If 

there is any fixed star in our constitutional constellation, it is that no official, high or 

petty, can prescribe what shall be orthodox in politics, nationalism, religion, or 

other matters of opinion or force citizens to confess by word or act their faith 

therein.” Barnette, 319 U. S., at 642.” 

 

Agency for Int’l Development v. Alliance for Open Society Int’l, Inc., 133 S. Ct. 2321 (2013) 

(Emphasis added.) 

 

The court mentions no exceptions, because there are no exceptions. There are no 

exceptions even for something so close to the government's interest in maximizing its revenue as 

compelling someone to endorse the idea that earnings like Mrs. Hendrickson's are subject to the 

income tax, or to overcome something so inconvenient to that interest as someone's legally-

meaningful expression of a contrary belief. 

The First Amendment provides that the government may not, for example, censor an 

editorial arguing that the Constitution prohibits, and federal statutes do not provide-for, an 

unapportioned tax on earnings such as those of the writer's. Likewise, and with like force, the 

First Amendment prohibits the government from making the writer sign a document declaring 

under oath that she believes her earnings to be subject to the tax (and, not insignificantly, a legal 
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document by which her rights, property and claims are affected, and in contradiction of her 

previous, freely-made sworn execution of the same document declaring a contrary belief). 

 

2. This Court's obligations under the Constitution are perpetual, all-embracing and 

imperative, and its own jurisdiction to proceed here-- or lack thereof-- must be considered 

in light of what it is being asked to do. 

 

Just as no court can have jurisdiction to issue orders forcing someone to say something 

the government or the court would like her to say, no court has the latitude to sustain the 

enforcement of an order issued in conflict with the First Amendment. Any trial by which the 

government seeks to enforce an unconstitutional order is itself unconstitutional. Jurisdiction for 

trial can only arise as a matter of law: 

“[I]t is well established that federal courts are courts of limited jurisdiction, possessing 

only that power authorized by the Constitution and statute.” 

 

Hudson v. Coleman, 347 F.3d 138, 141 (6th Cir. 2003). 

 

 No law conveys authority over, or in regard to, anyone's beliefs or expressions thereof-- in fact, 

any such law or authority is expressly prohibited, and this prohibition cannot be evaded by an 

invocation of "equity" or any other means. 

"[W]herever a provision of the Constitution is applicable, the duty to enforce it is all-

embracing and imperative." 

 

Riverside and Dan River Cotton Mills v. Memefee, 237 U.S. 189 (1915) 

 

Thus, the issues of jurisdiction regarding these unlawful and void orders are properly before this 

Court. 

No court that considered the underlying case has ever directly addressed-- whether on a 
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"jurisdictional" basis or any other-- the question of the lawfulness of ordering someone not to 

merely declare what she believes, but to declare that she believes what the government wishes 

her to say she believes. This Court has not done so, either. 

Mrs. Hendrickson respectfully asks this Court to plainly declare that it is lawful for a 

court to order an American to declare that she believes what the government wishes her to say 

she believes (and to conceal that the "testimony" is coerced) on pain of trial for refusal, with the 

burden of defending that refusal. If not willing to make that plain declaration, this honorable 

Court should, indeed, must, dismiss the charges against Mrs. Hendrickson, which are based on 

the proposition that a court can lawfully make precisely that sort of order. Judgment involving 

such an order is void, and “[D]enying a motion to vacate a void judgment is a per se abuse of 

discretion.” (Burrell v. Henderson, et al., 434 F.3d 826, 831 (6
th

 CA 2006); indeed, “[A] court 

must vacate any judgment entered in excess of its jurisdiction.” (Jordon v. Gilligan, 500 F.2d 

701 (6
th

 CA, 1974)). Surely the same rules apply to a motion to dismiss a criminal complaint 

charging a willful refusal to obey a void judgment. 

 

Conclusion 

 
The orders involved in this case have no purpose other than to coerce Mrs. Hendrickson 

into renouncing her own previously and freely-sworn declarations to the contrary and declaring 

her embrace of a government-favored, government-serving and government-dictated belief about 

the legal character of her earnings-- which also amounts to a coerced declaration of belief about 

the legal character of the "income" tax. 
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Orders to this effect are plainly unconstitutional, They are unconstitutional when issued, 

and part and parcel of the unconstitutionality is the threat of the rigors, expense, stress and risks 

of trial. It is hard to imagine a core jurisdictional failing more profound and more perpetually-

vulnerable to attack at all times and in any forum than the one here, nor one that could more 

plainly make dismissal the duty of this Court. Mrs. Hendrickson urges this honorable Court to 

reconsider its denial of her Motion to Dismiss. 

 

Respectfully submitted this 6th day of September, 2013 

 

________________________________________ 

Doreen Hendrickson, in propria personam 

 

 

Attached: 

 

Exhibit 1, the May 2, 2007 final ruling by Judge Edmunds; 

Exhibit 2, the returns and affidavit filed by Mrs. Hendrickson with Judge Edmunds' 

court on January 7, 2011
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The May 2, 2007 final ruling by Judge Edmunds 



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF MICHIGAN

SOUTHERN DIVISION

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

Plaintiff,

-vs.- Civil Action No. 06-11753
Hon. Nancy G. Edmunds

PETER ERIC HENDRICKSON and
DOREEN M. HENDRICKSON,

Defendants.
___________________________________/

AMENDED JUDGMENT AND ORDER OF PERMANENT INJUNCTION [23, 24]

Upon consideration of Plaintiff’s Motion to Amend Judgment, and any response

thereto, good cause appearing, it is hereby

ORDERED, that Plaintiff’s Motion to Amend Judgment is GRANTED; and it is

ADJUDGED and ORDERED that Defendant Peter Hendrickson and Defendant Doreen

Hendrickson, (collectively, “Defendants”) are jointly indebted to Plaintiff for erroneous

refunds for the 2002 and 2003 tax years as shown below:

2002 Tax Year

$10,152.96, plus interest accruing on the amounts of the erroneous refunds or

credits from April 15, 2003, pursuant to 26 U.S.C. §§ 6602 and 6621(a)(2) until paid.

2003 Tax Year

$7,055.70, plus interest accruing on the amounts of the erroneous refunds or

credits from April 15, 2004, pursuant to 26 U.S.C. §§ 6602 and 6621(a)(2) until paid.

$3,172.30, plus interest accruing on the amounts of the erroneous refunds or

Case 2:06-cv-11753-NGE-RSW     Document 34      Filed 05/02/2007     Page 1 of 8
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credits from October 4, 2004, pursuant to 26 U.S.C. §§ 6602 and 6621(a)(2) until paid.

PERMANENT INJUNCTION

In accordance with Rule 65 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, the Court

makes the following findings of fact and sets forth the following conclusions of law.

1.   Plaintiff commenced this action on April 12, 2006, to recover the federal

income tax refunds made to Defendants for the 2002 and 2003 tax years, and to obtain

a permanent injunction (1) requiring Defendants to amend their 2002 and 2003 federal

income tax returns; and (2) prohibiting Defendants from filing or continuing to file federal

income tax returns that falsely claim that they received “zero” or no taxable income.

2.  Defendants are residents of Commerce Township, Michigan, within this

judicial district, and were properly served with process on April 12, 2006.

3.   During 2002 and 2003, Defendant Peter Hendrickson was employed by

Personnel Management, Inc., and earned wages of $58,965 and $60,608, respectively,

during those years.

2002 tax year

4.   As required by law, Defendant Peter Hendrickson’s employer withheld federal

income taxes ($5,642.20), social security taxes ($3,655.83) and Medicare taxes

($854.93) from his wages in 2002 and paid over those amounts to the IRS.  Also, as

required by law, Mr. Hendrickson’s employer issued him a Form W-2 Wage and Tax

Statement that correctly reported his wages and those withholdings.

5.   Defendant Doreen Hendrickson received $3,773.00 in non-employee

compensation from Una E. Dworkin in 2002.  As required by law, Dworkin provided her

with a Form 1099 that correctly reported this non-employee compensation.
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6.   Defendants’ 2002 Form 1040 tax return, which was filed with the IRS in

August of 2003, falsely reported “zero” wages on line 7.  An IRS Form 4852 attached to

the return falsely reported that Defendant Peter Hendrickson received no wages during

2002.  The Form 4852 did report that federal income taxes ($5,642.20), social security

($3,655.83) and Medicare taxes ($854.93) totaling $10,152.96 had been withheld from

his wages during 2002.

7.  Defendant Peter Hendrickson also claimed on his Form 4852 that he had

asked his employer to “issue forms correctly listing payments of ‘wages as defined in

[sections] 3401(a) and 3121(a),’ but that his company had refused for 'fear of IRS

retaliation.'”

8.  Defendants requested, on line 70 of their joint 2002 tax return, a refund of the

$10,152.96 in federal income, social security, and Medicare taxes that had been

withheld from Defendant Peter Hendrickson’s wages during 2002.

9.   Because Defendants reported that they had no income, the IRS, unaware

that Defendants’ report was false, treated the withheld federal taxes as a tax

overpayments and applied them on April 15, 2003 to (1) Defendant Doreen

Hendrickson’s unpaid 2000 tax liability ($1,699.86); and (2) the outstanding tax

balances owed by Defendant Peter Hendrickson for 2001 ($6,521.11) and 2000

($1,931.99).

10.   The refunds or credits described above were erroneous within the meaning

of IRC § 7405(b).  Defendants were not entitled to refunds of federal income taxes for

2002 because their federal income tax liability for that year – $6,327.00 – exceeded the

amount of the federal income taxes withheld from Defendant Peter Hendrickson’s
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wages by his employer ($5,642.20), which constituted the only tax payments made by

Defendants in 2002.  Furthermore, Defendants were not entitled to a refund, under any

circumstances, of the social security and Medicare taxes that had been withheld from

Defendant Peter Hendrickson’s wages during 2002.

2003 tax year

11.   As required by law, Defendant Peter Hendrickson’s employer withheld

federal income taxes ($5,620.02), social security taxes ($3,757.60) and Medicare taxes

($878.72) from his wages in 2003 and paid over those amounts to the IRS.  Also, as

required by law, Mr. Hendrickson’s employer issued him a Form W-2 Wage and Tax

Statement that correctly reported his wages and those withholdings.

12.   Defendant Doreen Hendrickson received $3,188.00 in non-employee

compensation from Una E. Dworkin in 2003.  As required by law, Dworkin provided her

with a Form 1099 that correctly reported this non-employee compensation.

13.   Defendants’ 2003 Form 1040 tax return falsely reported “zero” wages on

line 7.  An IRS Form 4852 attached to the return reported that Defendant Peter

Hendrickson received no wages during 2003.  The Form 4852 did report that federal

income taxes ($5,620.02), social security ($3,757.60) and Medicare taxes ($878.72)

totaling $10,256.34 had been withheld from his wages during 2003.

14.  Defendant Peter Hendrickson also claimed on his Form 4852 that he had

asked his employer to “issue forms correctly listing payments of ‘wages as defined in

[sections] 3401(a) and 3121(a),’ but that his company had refused for 'fear of IRS

retaliation.'”

15.  Defendants requested, on their joint 2003 tax return, a refund of the
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$10,228.00 in federal income, social security, and Medicare taxes that had been

withheld from Defendant Peter Hendrickson’s wages during 2003.

16.   Because Defendants reported that they had no income, the IRS, unaware

that Defendant’s report was false, treated the withheld federal taxes as tax

overpayments and applied them on April 15, 2004 to (1) Defendant Peter Hendrickson’s

unpaid 2000 tax liability ($5,551.44); and (2) three frivolous return penalties that had

been assessed against Defendants under IRC § 6702 ($515.66, $553.17 and $529.18).

The IRS also sent a refund check sent to Defendants on October 10, 2004 in the

amount of $3,172.30.  

17.   The refunds or credits described above were erroneous within the meaning

of IRC § 7405(b).  Defendants were not entitled to refunds of federal income taxes for

2003 because their federal income tax liability for that year – $6,061.00 – exceeded the

amount of the federal income taxes withheld from Defendant Peter Hendrickson’s

wages by his employer ($5,620.02), which constituted the only tax payments made by

Defendants in 2003.  Furthermore, Defendants were not entitled to a refund, under any

circumstances, of the social security and Medicare taxes that had been withheld from

Defendant Peter Hendrickson’s wages during 2003.

18.   Defendants contend that their Forms 4852, as described above, accurately

reported that they received no wages or other compensation in 2002 and 2003. 

Defendants base their contention on theories contained in a book entitled Cracking the

Code, which was written by Defendant Peter Hendrickson.  On page 76 of Cracking the

Code (“CtC”), Defendant Peter Hendrickson, states “So, actually, withholding only

applies to the pay of federal government workers, exactly as it always has (plus 'State'
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government workers, since 1939, and those of the District of Columbia since 1921).” 

19.  Defendants’ contention that withholding applies only to government workers

is frivolous and false.  See, e.g., Sullivan v. United States, 788 F.2d 813, 815 (1st Cir.

1986); United States v. Latham, 754 F.2d 747, 750 (7th Cir. 1985); (contention that

“under 26 U.S.C. § 3401(c) the category of ‘employee’ does not include privately

employed wage earners is a preposterous reading of the statute.”); O’Connor v. United

States, 669 F. Supp. 317, 322 (D. Nev. 1987).  Defendant Peter Hendrickson was an

employee of Personnel Management, Inc. in 2002 and 2003 within the meaning of IRC

§ 3401(c).  Defendant Peter Hendrickson’s employer properly withheld federal income

and employment taxes from his wages.

20.  In addition to the monetary loss occasioned by the erroneous tax refunds

that the IRS made to or on behalf of Defendants, their conduct in filing false tax returns

caused substantial interference with the internal revenue laws by administratively

burdening the IRS, requiring the agency to expend considerable resources to detect the

erroneous refunds, examine Defendants’ 2002 and 2003 Form 1040 tax returns, and

obtain the documents necessary to prove that the refunds were erroneous.  

21.  In order to qualify for injunctive relief under Rule 65 of the Federal Rules of

Civil Procedure, Plaintiff must establish (1) the likelihood of the government’s success

on merits; (2) whether the injunction will save Plaintiff from irreparable injury; (3)

whether the injunction would harm others; and (4) whether the public interest would be

served by the injunction.  See Southern Milk Sales, Inc. v. Martin, 924 F.2d 98, 103 n.3

(6th Cir. 1991); In re DeLorean Motor Co., 755 F.2d 1223, 1228 (6th Cir. 1985).

22.  Plaintiff has prevailed on the merits of its erroneous refund claims against
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Defendants as reflected in the prior order adopting in part and rejecting in part the

Magistrate Judge’s Report and Recommendation with respect to Plaintiff’s motion for

summary judgment.

23.  Defendants’ actions impose an immediate and irreparable injury on Plaintiff

by impeding, impairing and obstructing the assessment and collection of federal taxes in

accordance with the internal revenue laws.  

24.   In the absence of an injunction, Plaintiff will continue to suffer irreparable

injury as Defendants and those who imitate them continue to file false tax returns. 

Since Plaintiff has met all of the proper standards and the traditional equity criteria for

the entry of a permanent injunction under IRC § 7402(a), a permanent injunction should

issue.

25.  Defendants will not be harmed by the entry of an injunction against them

because they will only be required to obey the law, including the provisions of the

Internal Revenue Code and the applicable Treasury Regulations.

26.  Finally, the United States’ system of taxation relies on self-assessment and

the good faith and integrity of taxpayers to disclose completely and honestly all

information relevant to their tax liability.  The public interest will be accordingly be

served by requiring Defendants to correctly report the income that they receive on their

federal tax returns.

27.  Accordingly, it is hereby 

ORDERED, that Defendants are prohibited from filing any tax return, amended

return, form (including, but not limited to Form 4852 (“Substitute for Form W-2 Wage

and Tax Statement, etc.”)) or other writing or paper with the IRS that is based on the
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false and frivolous claims set forth in Cracking the Code that only federal, state or local

government workers are liable for the payment of federal income tax or subject to the

withholding of federal income, social security and Medicare taxes from their wages

under the internal revenue laws (26 U.S.C.); and it is further

ORDERED, that within 30 days of the entry of this Amended Judgment and

Order of Permanent Injunction, Defendants will file amended U.S. Individual Income Tax

Returns for the taxable years ending on December 31, 2002 and December 31, 2003

with the Internal Revenue Service.  The amended tax returns to be filed by Defendants

shall include, in Defendants’ gross income for the 2002 and 2003 taxable years, the

amounts that Defendant Peter Hendrickson received from his former employer,

Personnel Management, Inc., during 2002 and 2003, as well the amounts that

Defendant Doreen Hendrickson received from Una E. Dworkin during 2002 and 2003. 

SO ORDERED.

s/Nancy G. Edmunds                                       
Nancy G. Edmunds
United States District Judge

Dated:  May 2, 2007

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing document was served upon counsel of
record on May 2, 2007, by electronic and/or ordinary mail.

s/Carol A. Hemeyer                                          
Case Manager
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Exhibit 2 
The returns and affidavit filed by Mrs. Hendrickson with Judge Edmunds' 

court on January 7, 2011 
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